
tebis KNX and Berker by Hager design, 
intuitive home automation



ease your daily life

enjoy every single
moment sleep

peacefully
understand
to act be sure

everything is OK
leave your mind at ease

keep in contact
with your home



Enjoy the best lighting level without having to think about it. 
Do not have to stand up to get your shutters closed.
Never mind about a lamp left on in the staircase. 
Choose the atmosphere to make the moments even more beautiful...

… manage your comfort with your fingertips, or 
let tebis KNX do it for you.

EN BS International 
standards

tebis KNX, the home automation
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“ do not need to stand up to  
 turn the light on…

 keep everything on hand to have  
 control whenever we want 

”

Ease 
your daily life



w tebis KNX home automation, your facility factor



Enjoy 
every moment

“ create an atmosphere just by 
 brushing a switch…

 give priority to your friends 
 without worrying about technology 

”



w tebis home automation, your personal scenographer



Sleep 
peacefully

Prepare your home to spend a good night… Softly fall asleep without wondering if everything is turned off.



w tebis KNX home automation, your nights watchman
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Understand  
to act

 

“  visualize your energy consumption 
room by room, device by device

  optimize your consumption 
to use only what is necessary 

”



Understand  
to act

w tebis KNX home automation, your financial director



Be sure 
everything is OK 

Centralize all the functions on one single switch… Turn all the lights off, shut the shutters down  
and set the heating to eco mode without look around the house.



w tebis KNX home automation, your butler
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Close the garage door and turn the alarm on from one single button...  
Be sure that your home is safe and doesn’t waste any energy.

Leave 
your mind at ease



w tebis KNX home automation, your serenity warranty



Keep in contact 
with your home

 

“  be instantaneously informed  
when an incident occurred… 

  see immediately what is  
happening to react in time 

”



w tebis KNX home automation, your serenity warranty
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Berker by Hager KNX 
when technology meets design

There are devices showing more than they can actually do.

And there are multi-talented devices, hiding their technical perfection and their user-friendly 
functionality behind an unnoticed surface. 

Berker KNX systems belong to the latest category. What’s more, you can mix them and swap them 
easily at any time.

K.1 K.5 Q.3 B.7





B.iQ 
creative versatility

Berker B.iQ combines creativity with intelligent technology. Its push-button, which has received several 
design awards, allows combining multiple KNX functional elements for easy control of intelligent 
buildings.

B.IQ aluminium B.IQ white glass B.IQ stainless 
steel

Berker Comfort Pushbutton



Glass Aluminium Glass Polar white Glass black KNX-Touch Sensor



TS Sensor 
feather touch

With the new Berker TS sensor you can experience a whole new world of switching. A gentle touch of 
the finger on its glass surafce is all it takes to operate lights, blinds, shutters and much more.

Sensor controlled switching becomes a haptic experience par excellence.

Berker Comfort Pushbutton



Siam Crystal Black diamond TS 



TS, TS Crystal & TS Crystal Ball  
designer’s choice

It has inspired awe and desire for thousands of years. Designers prize it as one of the most fascinating 
substance known to man.

Berker now presents an extraordinary switch made from an exquisite material : Swarovski Elements 
crystal.

TS Crystal Ball





Berker Manufacture 
Real one-offs

More and more people are following the trend of not following a trend. For these people there is  
Berker Manufacture.  This is where we create switches that are a real blend of high-tech and  
handicraft, and that are utterly unique. We often design items together with architects and planners  
for a very particular property or for a special project. 

B.IQ, with laser-cut symbols TS Crystal, black TS Sensor with graphical 
temperature display, dark grey 
background colour, light grey 
labelling



Equipped with new functions such as Sequence and Remote access, domovea gives you easy  
control of your home through software control and user friendly visualisation.

domovea, 
the dashboard of your home



Comfort at your fingertips
The quality of a home automation system is judged primarily 
by the benefits it brings to its users. In terms of comfort, 
offering several solutions to control the home automation 
functionality of a house is an asset. Stay connected with your 
home when you are outside. 

A window in your home…
Ergonomics and design were well thought of in domovea to 
help you control your home automation system. Launch of 
sequences any time from anywhere enables you to control 
your home even being not at home. 
Via secure portal of www.domovea.com you can turn off 
lights remained lit or you can view different locations of your 
home through IP cameras. You can trigger a predefined 
schedule at predefined time or at your wish.

“App to date”
The new domovea, iPhone & iPad App can be downloaded 
from the Apple App Store. It allows local operation via the house 
network, as well as external control via the Internet. The 
domovea application is also available for Android phones on 
Android Market.

Your media centre for audio and video
Mutualize and control your multimedia devices from a single 
point: manage your home cinema installation, music and 
radio from any source (DVD, hi-fi, tuner, computer…). With 
appropriate KNX gateway, you can display and control the 
sound you like in the whole house.



Overview Functionnali-
ties 

tebis KNX 
in your home

2

3

Lights
Enjoy the best lighting comfort with tebis KNX! Set up a 
warm and sophisticated ambience from a single switch or 
make sure you don’t forget any light on when you are  
leaving… And select the switch which will highlight your 
interior design from a wide choice of different colours,  
surfaces and materials.
tebis KNX, your personal designer!

Heating & AC
Manage heating and AC intuitively for each single room or 
for larger areas, program the most comfortable temperature 
for your habits and switch easily from comfort mode to  
economy… Thanks to home automation, you no longer 
need to choose between comfort and savings.
tebis KNX, your energy manager!

1

Shutters
Close all shutters upstairs or define the best inclination of 
the blinds… Smart automation provides easy control of all 
your shutters from any point, be it a switch on the wall, a 
tablet or a remote control. 
tebis KNX, your facility factor!

Alarm
Keep contact with your home, anytime, anywhere. Get 
instant alerts by email for technical or intrusion alarm and 
check directly the video camera from your mobile. Control 
your home from any device through internet and activate 
presence simulation whenever you need it.
tebis KNX, your serenity warranty!

2

3

4

4



1

Experience tebis KNX online !

www.knx.hager.com
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Hager Electro SAS
132 Boulevard d’Europe
BP 3
67215 Obernai cedex
France

 
 

Phone: +33 (0)3 88 49 50 50
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 49 51 44


